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Appendixes
The four appendixes in this volume have been developed as ancillary aids in the
selection of vocabulary terms from the Alphabetical Listing of Subject Terms (Volumes
I and II).
The following appendixes are included:
Appendix A--Hierarchical Display
Appendix B--Category Term Listing
Appendix C--Permuted Index
Appendix D--Postable Terms
An explanation of the nature of each appendix is included as a separate introduction.
More detailed information on the basic approaches followed in the development of the





The Hierarchical Display Appendix lists all subject terms that meet the following
criteria:
a) The subject terms have no BT (Broader Term) references.
b) At least two levels of specificity are contained in the NT (Narrower Term)
references.
All the NT references (and only the NT references) are listed under the terms displayed
in this appendix. Levels of specificity are indicated by the line indentations. Each in-
dented term is an NT to the preceding term.






MANGANESE IONS is an NT to METAL IONS, CATIONS, and IONS. VANADYL
RADICAL is not an NT to MANGANESE IONS: however, it is an NT to METAL IONS,
CATIONS, and IONS.
I*






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS





















SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
RADIO TELEMETRY
PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
TELEVISION SYSTEMS














































































































































































































































BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ASTEC SOLAR TURBOELECTRIC GENERATOR
SOLAR GENERATORS
SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS






ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT
HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY

















































































































































































































































































































































LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
PULSEJET ENGINES
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
TURBORAMJET ENGINES
TURBOJET ENGINES
































LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
PULSEJET ENGINES
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
TURBORAMJET ENGINES
TURBOJET ENGINES
































































HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES








































LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
PULSEJET ENGINES
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
TURBORAMJET ENGINES
TURBOJET ENGINES



































LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
AJ- IO ENGINE





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MARINER _ SPACE P_OGE
MARINER 2 SPACE PRuBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE




MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PR_B_
MAR3 I SPACECRAFT
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
PIONEER i SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
VENUS PROBES
MARINER I SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
ZONO I SPACE PROBE




















































































































































































































































































































































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE





JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO S LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOMAG LAUNCH VEHICLE
NCVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN O LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA- I LAUNCh VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SAIURN I SA- 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
A- 7d
THESAURUS (HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY) LEARNING
SATURN I SA- 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN i SA- 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-IO LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOR OELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE





























































































































































LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK _ LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER LUNAR LANDING
RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER T LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES





































































































































MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES























































































































NASA THESAURUS (HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY) MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
HYPSOMETERS
IMPEDANCE PROBES


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SLAM SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
SHRIKE MISSILE
SS-IE MISSILE




















































SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
AUTONET MISSILE

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
ENGINEERING TEST REACTORS
FAST NUCLEAR REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
GAS COOLED REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
KIWI REACTORS
A-T02








HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR L
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR
MILITARY COMPACT REACTORS
ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS






EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR




ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
HEAVY WATER REACTORS
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR




SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL REACTOR
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT











PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
SENN REACTOR








NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
ADVANCED TEST REACTORS
BORAX 5 REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
HERO _EACTOR






LIVERMORE POOL IYPE REACTOR




PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
A-I03






TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REA_IU_ J
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
ORGANIC MODERATED REACTORS









EXPERIMENTAL BOILING wATER REACTORS
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
PLUTONIUM RECYCLE TEST REACTOR
SENN REACTOR
ZERO POWER REACTORS
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR T


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PROGRAMS NASATHESAURUS[HIERARCHICALD SP AY)(CON_T)
MERCURY PROJECT
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
RANGER PROJECT
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM































RADIO ATTENUATION MEASUREMENT PROJECT
RAND PROJECT
RANGER PROJECT
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
RESEARCH PROJECTS




SUBMARINE INTEGRATED CONTROL PROJECT
SUCCESS PROJECT
SURVEYOR PROJECT


























































































































































































RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
SATELLITE-BORNE RADAR
SEARCH RADAR

























































































































































NASA THESAURUS (HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY)
A-I20








































































































LCW OBSERVABLE REENTRY VEHICLES
MARK I REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK lO REENTRY BODY
MARK ii REENTRY BOOY




































TRAILBLAZER I REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE






































































































































































HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES





LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
AJ- TO ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY MK 30I ENGINE
A-124

















































































BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLUE STREAK MISSILE
CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
HOVERING ROCKET VEHICLES
METEOR I ROCKET VEHICLE
A-125






ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGU U-_ kuC_ET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE









JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA ROCKET VEHICLES
KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
LAMBDA ROCKET VEHICLES








NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE
OPD-220 ROCKET VEHICLE
PHOENIX SOUNDING ROCKET
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RU6IS ROCKET VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 1 SA- 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 4 LAUNCh VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN [ SA- 7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- g LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-[O LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES




STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STRONGARM ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
THOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
TITAN LAUNCH VEHICLES
TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
WASP SOUNDING ROCKET






SATURN S- 1 STAGE
A-126
NASA THESAURUS (HIERARCHICAL DISPLAYI ROTATING BODIES
SATURN S- IB STAGE
SATURN S- IC STAGE
SATURN S- 2 STAGE
SATURN S- _ STAGE
SATURN S- 4B STAGE
SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
AREAS ROCKET VEHICLES
ARCHER SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
OORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET VEHICLE
GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
HYLA-STAR ROCKET VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE
NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
SKYDART 2 ROCKET VEHICLE
VERONIQUE ROCKET VEHICLES
VERONIQUE V-27 ROCKET VEHICLE











ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK B_ANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
CAJUN ROCKET VEHICLE
DEACON-ARROW ROCKET VEHICLE






KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA B ROCKET VEHICLE







VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
VERONIQUE ROCKET VEHICLES
VERONIQUE V-27 ROCKET VEHICLE
VERONIQUE V-37 ROCKET VEHICLE
WASP SOUNDING ROCKET
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLY-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
THORAD LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE
























































































































SATELLITES NASA THESAURUS (HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY}
(CON'T)
EXPLORER 23 SATELLITE
















































































































SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE




























































































































































DIRECT READOUT EQUATORIAL WEATHER SAT
ELEKTRON SATELLITES
A-132




















































SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE































RADAR TARGET SCATTER SITE PROGRAM
A-I33







































































































































PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
RADIO TELEMETRY











































































































HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR


































































































































MERCURY MA- I FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 2 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 3 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 4 FLIGHT
MERCURY NA- 5 FLIGHT
MERCURY NA- 6 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 7 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 8 FLIGHT





























































































































































DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING SYSTEM
SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM




DEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
GLOBAL TRACKING NETWORK
POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING SYSTEM
SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM


















































































































































































































































































































































































PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
RADIO TELEMETRY
PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
TELEVISION SYSTEMS






















































































PLASMA JET WIND TUNNELS
SHOCK TUNNELS
LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS




























NASA THESAURUS (HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY) TITANIUM COMPOUNDS
LAGRANGE SIMILARITY HYPOTHESIS










































































































RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING































































































































































































































































































































































LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK I0 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER T LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
SURVEYOR I LUNAR PRGBE
MARINER SPACE PROBES
MARINER T SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R I SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE




MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARS l SPACECRAFT
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER SPACE PROBES
PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE




MARINER I SPACE PROBE
A-153
UNMANNED SPACECRAFT NASA THESAURUS (HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY)
(CON'T)
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
ZOND i SPACE PROBE
ZOND 3 SPACE PROBE
A-154,































































































































































































































































































GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
A-158





















































Appendix B Category Term Listing
The Category Term Listing Appendix contains an alphabetical listing of subject terms
under each of the subcategories. Scope notes have been added for each major cate-
gory including cross-references to other categories when applicable. The first two digits




INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON ANTENNAS; CIRCUITRY; ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT; ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT; AND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND TRANSISTORS.










ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT (0900) illustrates a major category; ANTENNAS (0901),
with the specific terms gathered thereunder, is an example of a subcategory.
0100 AERODYNAMICS
INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS; AERODYNAMICS OF BODIES; LIFTING BODIES; AND



































































































































































































































































































































































































































WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
WINDS ALOFT
WING CAMBER









ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
ZERO LIFT


























































































































































































































































BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON AERONAUTICS; AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT; AIRCRAFT SAFETY AND LANDING
DEVICES; COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT; MISCELLANEOUS AIRCRAFT TYPES; HELICOPTERS; MILITARY AIRCRAFT;
PARACHUTES AND DECELERATORS; AND V/STOL AIRCRAFT. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO OlD0 AERODYNAMICS,





















































































F- 28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
FAIRCHILD-HILLER AIRCRAFT
FAIRLY AIRCRAFT


















































































0201 AERONAUTICS NASA THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERM
(CONITI
























































































































































ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
ZERO LIFT
0202 AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT
AERIAL RUODERS
AERODYNAMIC BRAKES
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VA-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
WESTLAND AIRCRAFT


















FAN IN WING AIRCRAFT
FIAT AIRCRAFT
fl- II











































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNIQUESI FUEL CELLS AND CHEMICAL BATTERIES; AND
AUXILIARY SYSTEMS (GENERAL). FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 0900 ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENTt I400
INSTRUMENTATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY_ AND 2800 PROPULSION SYSTEMS.
0301 ENERGY CONVERSION TECHNIQUES
ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS
ACCUMULATORS




















































































HYDROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
























VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS
VOLTAGE GENERATORS
WET CELLS


























































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE; ANIMALS; BIOCHEMISTRY; BIOSCIENCES_ GENERAL; CLINICAL
MEDICINE; CYTOLOGY; MICROORGANISMS; PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS; PLANTS; PSYCHOLOGY;






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
HEMATOPOIESIS
HEMATDPOIETIC SYSTEM




















































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON BIOINSTRUMENTATION AND BIOTELEMETRY; CREW TRAINING, SAFETY, AND EVALUATION;
CYBERNETICS AND BIONICS; ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL; FOOD, WATER TECHNOLOGY AND WASTE DISPOSAL; HUMAN
ENGINEERING; LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS; AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE
ALSO 0400 BIOSCIENCES.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
LUNAR SHELTERS
B- 40






































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY OH CHEMICAL ANALYSIS; CHEMICAL PROCESSES AND ENGINEERING; GENERAL CHEMISTRY;
ELECTROCHEMISTRY; AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND LUMINESCENCE. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO I700 MATERIALSt
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES; INFORMATION
THEORY; NOISE; RADIO ANO RADAR; COMMUNICATION SATELLITES; SPACE COMMUNICATIONS AND COMMAND SYSTEMS;
TELEMETRY; TRACKING SYSTEMS; AND WAVE PROPAGATION. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 21DO NAVIGATION
































































































































































OTOZ COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES



















































































































HARVARD RADIO METEOR PROJECT
HIGH ALT TARGET AND BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
HIGH FREQUENCIES
HIGH GAIN






































































(CATEGORY TERM LISTING) 0703 INFORMATION THEORY




















































































































































































































SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS
SONOLUMINESCENCE
























































































































MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNERS
MULTIPLEXING





















































































































































































































































0707 SPACE COMMUNICATIONS AND COMMAND SYSTEMS
ACTIVE SATELLITES





























































































































OPTICAL SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAM
OPTICAL TRACKING
PHOTOGRAPHIC TRACKING
POLYSTATION DOPPLER TRACKING SYSTEM
PULSE DOPPLER RADAR
B- 58























SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM
SPACE MECHANICS
SPACECRAFT TRACKING


































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; DATA PROCESSING AND RETRIEVAL; AND








ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
ANALYZERS




































DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS





































































ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
ANALYZING





























































DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS
























































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON ANTENNAS; CIRCUITRY; ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT; ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT; AND SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES AND TRANSISTORS. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 0700























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON CIRCUIT THEORY; ELECTRONICS {GENERAL); AND FEEDBACK AND CONTROL THEORY. FOR





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































IlO0 FACILITIESe RESEARCH AND SUPPORT
INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON AIRPORTS (AIR FACILITIES); GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS; HANDLING AND STORAGE
FACILITIES; LAUNCH FACILITIES; LUNAR AND PLANETARY BASES; RESEARCH AND SUPPORT FACILITIES (GENERAL|;
SIMULATORS| TEST FACILITIES AND RANGES; TRACKING STATIONS; AND WIND TUNNELS.
lIO1 AIRPORTS (AIR FACILITIES} GROUND HANDLING
AIR TRANSPORTATION GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM
AIRCRAFT LANDING GROUND STATIONS
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE GROUND TRACKS
AIRCRAFT SAFETY GROUND-AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATIONS
AIRFIELD SURFACE MOVEMENTS HEAD (ANATOMY)
AIRPORT BEACONS IMPROVEMENT
AIRPORT LIGHTS INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
AIRPORT PLANNING LANDING











CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PASSAGEWAYS
CHAINS POLES
CIVIL AVIATION PYLONS






FLIGHT RULES RESCUE OPERATIONS
HANGARS RIGGING
HELIPORTS ROCKET CATAPULTS
INSTRUMENT APPROACH RUNWAY ALIGNMENT
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES RUNWAY CONDITIONS
LANOING AIDS RUNWAY LIGHTS
LOCOMOTIVES RUNWAYS
LOUNGES SATELLITE GROUND SUPPORT
MEDICAL SERVICES SECTIONS
MILITARY AIR FACILITIES SERVICES
MOBILE LOUNGES SIRENS
PARKING SITE DATA PROCESSORS
PASSAGEWAYS SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PROGRAM
PAVEMENTS SPACECRAFT CONTAMINATION
PIVOTS SPACECREWS







RUNWAY ALIGNMENT TAKEOFF RUNS
RUNWAY CONDITIONS TANKERS
RUNWAY LIGHTS TERMINAL FACILITIES
RUNWAYS TOWERS
SEARCHLIGHTS TOWING





TAKEOFF RUNS 1103 HANDLING AND STORAGE FACILITIES
TOWERS AIR CARGO
TRAFFIC CONTROL ANTIKNOCK ADDITIVES
TRAILERS BAGGAGE
VISUAL FLIGHT RULES BARRAGES
WEATHER STATIONS BARRELS
BARRELS (CONTAINERS)
[I02 GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS BASEMENTS
ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP BELTS
AIRPORT BEACONS BLEEDING
AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT BLINDS
BALLISTIC CAMERAS BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
BEACONS BOXES









GROUND BASED CONTROL CARRIAGES
GROUND CREWS CARTS
B- 77










































































































































































iiO6 RESEARCH AND SuPpORT FACILITIES (GENERAL)







THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERN LISTING) 1108 TEST FACILITIES AND RANGES
BU8BLE CHAMBERS
CAISSONS



































































































































CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
CAPTIVE TESTS
CEFDAN CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT



































HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
HEAVY WATER REACTORS
HIGH ALTITUDE
HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR REACTORS
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
B- 79
t108 TEST FACILITIES AND RANGES NASA THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERM LISTING
(CON'T)



















NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
PAVEMENTS
PLASTIC DEFORMATION























































WIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
WIND TUNNEL WALLS
































SPACE DEIECIIUN AND TRACKING SYSTEM



























LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON FLUIOICSI FLUID MECHANICS; GAS DYNAMICS| AND HYDRODYNAMICS AND HYDROFOILS.























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WING FLOW METHOD TESTS
WORKING FLUIDS






































































































































































































































LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
LOW PRESSURE













































































































































































































































































































ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK






























































































INCLUDES TERMINOLCGY ON LOWER EARTH ATMOSPHERE; UPPER EARTH ATMOSPHERE; CARTOGRAPHY; GEODESY;
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS AND GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS; GEOLOGY; GEOMAGNETISM; GEOPHYSICS IGENERALI;
GRAVITATION; AND OCEANOGRAPHY. FOR RELAIED TERMS SEE ALSO 2000 METEOROLOGYv 2900 SPACE RADIATION_
AND 3000 SPACE SCIENCES.










ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY SKY BRIGHTNESS
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION SKY RADIATION
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS
ATMOSPHERIC CONDUCTIVITY STATIC ELECTRICITY
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY STRATIFICATION
ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION STRATOCUMULUS CLOUDS
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY SURFACE LAYERS
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY TELLURIC CURRENTS
ATMOSPHERIC HEAT BUDGET IELLURIC LINES





ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING WEATHER FORECASTING
ATMOSPHERIC STRATIFICATION WEATHER MODIFICATION
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE WIND DIRECTION
ATMOSPHERIC TIDES WIND EFFECTS
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE WIND MEASUREMENT
ATMOSPHERICS WIND PRESSURE
BAROCLINIC WAVES WIND PROFILES
BAROCLINITY WIND SHEAR
BAROTROPIC FLOW WIND VARIATIONS
BAROTROPISM WIND VELOCITY
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION WIND VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
CLOUD GLACIATION 1302 UPPER EARTH ATMOSPHERE
CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATORS ADVECTION
CLOUDS AEROLOGY
CLUTTER AERONOMY
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER AFTERGLOWS
CYCLONES AIR CONDUCTIVITY
DAWN CHORUS AIR SAMPLING
EARTH ATMOSPHERE AIRGLOW
FREQUENCY SCANNING AIRSPACE
FRESNEL REFLECTCRS ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELTS
FRONTS ATMOSPHERES
GEGENSCHEIN ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION
GERDIEN CONDENSERS ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY




HEAT BUDGET ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION
HIGH TEMPERATURE AIR ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY
HUMIDITY ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
HURRICANES ATMOSPHERIC HEAT BUDGET
HYDROMETEOROLOGY ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
ICE FORMATION ATMOSPHERIC MOISTURE
IONOSPHERICS ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
JET STREAMS (METEOROLOGYI ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
LAPSE RATE ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
LAYERS ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION
LIGHTNING ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING
LONG RANGE WEATHER FORECASTING ATMOSPHERIC STRATIFICATION
LOW ALTITUDE ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
LOWER ATMOSPHERE ATMOSPHERIC TIDES
MIDLATITUDE ATMOSPHERE ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
MIST ATMOSPHERICS
NIGHT SKY AURORAL ABSORPTION
NIGHTGLOW AURORAL ARCS
NIMBOSTRATUS CLOUDS AURORAL ECHOES
NIMBUS AURORAL ELECTROJETS
NONGRAY ATMOSPHERES AURORAL IONIZATION
NULL ZONES AURORAL IRRADIATION
NUMERICAL WEATHER FORECASTING AURORAL SPECTROSCOPY
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS AURORAL TEMPERATURE
PRECIPITATION PARTICLE MEASUREMENT AURORAL ZONES
PRESSURE GRADIENTS AURORAS
PSYCHROMETERS BEACON EXPLORER A
RADIATION ABSORPTION BEACON SATELLITES























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1600 I_STRUMENTATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY
INCLUDES TERMINOLEGY ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY; AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION; GYROSCOPES; INFRARED AND
ULTRAVIOLET DEVICES; INTERFEROMETRY; MEASURING INSTRUMENTS; PHOTOGRAPHY {INCLUDING LUNAR AND SPACE
PHOTOGRAPHYI; PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT; SENSORS; SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTATION;




















































































































































































X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS





















































































































































































































































































































X RAY DENSITY MEASUREMENT
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tSO0 MACHINE ELEMENTS AND PROCESSES
INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON BEARINGS, SEALS AND PUMPS; HANDLING OF MATERIALS; LUBRICATIONy FRICTION AND
WEAR) MACHINE ELEMENTS AND PROCESSES; QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABILITY; VACUUM TECHNOLOGY; AND WELDING
AND FABRICATION.
[5OI BEARINGS, SEALS_ PUMPS CLASSIFIERS
ANTIFRICTIDN BEARINGS CLASSIFYING
AXIAL FLOW PUMPS COMMINUTION
BALANCING CONTAINERS
BALL BEARINGS CONVEYORS














ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMPS FLUID FILTERS
EXCHANGERS FRACTIONS
FLOW REGULATORS FRAGMENTS
FOIL BEARINGS FREIGHT COSTS
FUEL FLOW REGULATORS HANDLES












0 RING SEALS PELLETS
PACKINGS (SEALS) PENS
PLUGGING PERFORATING





















1502 HANDLING OF MATERIALS






















CHEMICAL CLEANING GAS LUBRICANTS
CHUTES GEAR TEETH
B-103



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1SOT WELDING AND FABRICATION
P_ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED,
1600 MASERS
INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON MASERS AND LASERS. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 2600 PHYSICS_ SOLID-STATE.







































































PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
1700 MATERIALS_ METALLIC
INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON ALLOYS; CORROSION; METALLIC ELEMENTS; AND METALLURGY AND METALLOGRAPHY. FOR





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON CERAMIC MATERIALS AND CERMETS; COATINGS AND FILMS; COOLANTS; INORGANIC
COMPOUNDS AND IONS; NONMETALLIC MATERIALS; MINERALS AND ORES; NONMETALLIC ELEMENTS; ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS; PLASTICS AND ELASTOMERS; POLYMERS; AND TEXTILES AND FABRICS. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE
ALSO 1700 MATERIALS, METALLIC, 2700 PROPELLANTS, AND 3200 STRUCTURAL MECHANICS.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON CELESTIAL MECHANICS; GENERAL MATHEMATICS; NUMERICAL ANALYSIS; ORBIT ANO







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON CLIMATOLOGY; METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS; GENERAL METEOROLOGY; AND

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL; GUIDANCE AND CONTROL; NAVIGATION; AND NAVIGATION
INSTRUMENTS. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 0?00 COMMUNICATIONS.





























2102 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
ACROBATICS
ADAPTIVE CONTROL




















































































































































































































































































































INCLUDESTERMINOLOGY ON NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER AND ISDIOPIC SPACE POWER; NUCLEAR ENGINEERING;
NUCLEAR REACTOR COMPONENTS AND FUELS; NUCLEAR REACTORS AND NUCLEAR ROCKETS; AND THERMONUCLEAR
DEVICES. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 2400 PHYSICS_ ATOMIC, MDLECULAR_ AND NUCLEAR.
2201 NUCLEAR AUXILIARY AND ISOTOPIC SPACE POWER
ACCUMULATORS










NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS















































HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
HANFORD REACTORS










LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
MARINE PROPULSION
MICROANALYSIS




NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS








NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
NUCLEI












































ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTORS




















HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
HIGH ENERGY FUELS
HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS








LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
B-145
i
2203 NUCLEAR REACTOR COMPONENTS AND FUELS NASA THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERN LISTING|
(CONIT)
LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR
LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR
L0S ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
MICRGTRONS
MODERATORS











































TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2













ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 9
ZERO POWER REACTORS
ZETA THERMONUCLEAR REACTOR
2204 NUCLEAR REACTORS AND NUCLEAR ROCKETS












ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEOER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2






HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
HALLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY
HANFORD REACTORS
HEALTH PHYSICS RESEARCH REACTOR
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACIOR_
HEAVY WATER REACTORS
HERO REACTOR
HIGH FLUX ISOTOPE REACTORS









LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
LITHIUM COOLED REACTOR EXPERIMENT
LIVERMORE POOL TYPE REACTOR
LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR




ML-I NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
MOLTEN SALT NUCLEAR REACTORS
NEUTRON SOURCES
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
















































SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS





TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2
TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
B-I46




ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7

































INCLUDES TERMINOLCGY ON ACOUSTICS; CONDUCTIVITY; CRYOGENICS; ELECTRICITY; FERROELECTRICITY AND
FERROMAGNETISM; LIGHT; MAGNETISM; MECHANICS; MICROWAVES; OPTICS; PHYSICS7 GENERAL; AND ULTRASONICS.
FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 1300 GEOPHYSICS_ 2000 METEOROLOGY_ 2400 PHYSICSt ATOMICf MOLECULAR, AND






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2400 PHYSIGS_ ATOMIC_ MOLECULAR_ ANO NUCLEAR
INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON ATOMIC PHYSICS; ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION; ELEMENTARY PARTICLES; MOLECULAR
PHYSICS; NUCLEAR PHYSICS; AND RADIOISOTOPES AND STABLE ISOTOPES. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 2200





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2404 MOLECULAR PHYSICS NASA THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERM LISTING)
(CON'T)
AUTOIONIZATION














































































































































































































































































NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
NUCLEAR ENERGY































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE; SEMICONDUCTOR THEORY AND MATERIALS;
SOLID-STATE PHYSICS (GENERAL); AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 0900 ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT AND 1600 MASERS.











































































































































































2601 CRYSTALLOGRAPHY AND CRYSTAL STRUCTURE NASA THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERM LISTING)
(CON'T)
ZONE MELTING





























































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON AVIATION FUELS; AND ROCKET PROPELLANTS AND FUELS. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE
ALSO 2800 PROPULSION SYSTEMS AND 3300 THERMODYNAMICS AND COMBUSTION.
2701 AVIATION FUELS FUEL TESTS
AIR TO AIR REFUELING FUEL VALVES
AIRCRAFT ENGINES FUEL-AIR RATIO
AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS FUELS
AIRCRAFT FUELS GAS MIXTURES
ALKYLATES GASEOUS ROCKET PROPELLANTS
BURNING RATE GELLED PROPELLANTS
CHEMICAL FUELS GELLED ROCKET PROPELLANTS
COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY GRAINS
COMBUSTION STABILITY HI-LO IGNITERS
CONSUMPTION HIGH ENERGY FUELS
CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANTS
ENDOTHERMIC FUELS HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPELLANTS
FEED SYSTEMS HYBRID PROPELLANTS
FUEL COMBUSTION HYDRAZINE BORANE
FUEL CONSUMPTION HYDRAZINE ENGINES
FUEL CONTAMINATION HYDRAZINE NITRATE
FUEL CONTROL HYDRAZINE NITROFORM
FUEL CORROSION HYDRAZINE PERCHLORATES
FUEL FLOW HYDROCARBON FUELS
FUEL PUMPS HYDROGEN FUELS
FUEL SPRAYS HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
FUEL SYSTEMS HYPERGOLIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS
FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION IGNITION LIMITS
FUEL TANKS IGNITION TEMPERATURE
FUEL IESIS INHIBITORS
FUEL VALVES INTERIOR BALLISTICS
FUEL-AIR RATIO JET ENGINE FUELS
FUELS LIQUEFIED GASES
GAS MIXIURES LIQUID AMMONIA
GASEOUS ROCKET PROPELLANTS LIQUID HYDROGEN
GASOLINE LIQUID OXYGEN
HIGH ENERGY FUELS LIQUID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANTS METAL FUELS
HIGH TEMPERATURE PROPELLANTS METAL PROPELLANTS
HYOROGEN FUELS MIXTURES
HYDROGEN SULFIDE MONOPROPELLANTS
IGNITION LIMITS NIIRONIUM PERCHLORATE
IGNITION TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
JET ENGINE FUELS PLASMA GENERATORS
JP-4 JET FUEL PLASMA GUNS





OCTANE NUMBER PROPELLANT BINDERS
OITO CYCLE PROPELLANT COMBUSTION
PROPELLANTS PROPELLANT DECOMPOSITION
PYRDPHORIC MATERIALS PROPELLANT EVAPORATION
REFRACTORIES PROPELLANT GRAINS
STABILITY PROPELLANT MASS RATIO
STORABLE PROPELLANTS PROPELLANT PROPERTIES
TOLUENE PROPELLANT SENSITIVITY
WING TANKS PROPELLANT SPRAYS
PROPELLANT STORABILITY
2702 ROCKET PROPELLANTS AND FUELS PROPELLANT STORAGE
AEROZINE PROPELLANT TANKS
BURNING RATE PROPELLANT TESTS
BURSTS PROPELLANT TRANSFER
CASE BONDED PROPELLANTS PROPELLANTS
CELLULOSE NITRATE PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
CHEMICAL FUELS PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
CHEMICAL PROPULSIDN PYROPHORIC MATERIALS
COLLOIDAL PROPELLANTS REFRACTORIES
COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY ROCKET OXIDIZERS
COMBUSTION STABILITY ROCKET PROPELLANTS
COMPOSITE PROPELLANTS RP-I ROCKET PROPELLANTS
CONSUMPTICN SLURRY PROPELLANTS
CRYOGENIC ROCKET PROPELLANTS SOLID pROPELLANT IGNITION
DOUBLE BASE PROPELLANTS SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
DOUBLE BASE ROCKET PROPELLANTS SOLID PROPELLANTS
DUAL THRUST NOZZLES SOLID ROCKET BINDERS
ENDOTHERMIC FUELS SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
FEED SYSTEMS SPACECRAFT PROPULSION
FUEL COMBUSTION SPECIFIC IMPULSE
FUEL CONSUMPTION SIABILITY TESTS
FUEL CONTAMINATION STORABLE PROPELLANTS
FUEL CONTROL STORAGE STABILITY
FUEL CORROSION STORAGE TANKS








INCLUDES TERNINOLOGY ON AIRCRAFT ENGINES= AUXILIARY PROPULSION= ELECTRIC PROPULSION; LIQUID
PROPULSION; RAMJETt TURBOJETt AND TURBOFAN ENGINES; ROCKET COMPONENTS; ROCKET CONTROL; ROCKET
ENGINES! AND SOLID PROPULSION. FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 2700 PROPELLANTS.
2801 AIRCRAFT ENGINES SUSTAINER ROCKET ENGINES
AFTER@URNING SUSTAINING






CHOKES (FUEL SYSTEMS| TURBINE ENGINES
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS TURBINE PUMPS
COMBUSTION CONTROL TURBINE WHEELS
COMBUSTION VIBRATION TURBINES
COOLING SYSTEMS TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
COWLINGS TURBOFAN ENGINES
CUT-OFF TURBOFANS
CYLINDERS TURBOJET ENGINE CONTROL
DWELL TURBOJET ENGINES
ELECTROSTATIC ENGINES TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
ELECTROTHERMAL ENGINES TURBOPROP ENGINES
ENGINE CONTROL TURBORAMJET ENGINES
ENGINE COOLANTS TURBOROGKET ENGINES
ENGINE DESIGN TWO STAGE TURBINES
ENGINE FAILURE WANKEL ENGINES
ENGINE INLETS
ENGINE MONITORING INSTRUMENTS 2802 AUXILIARY PROPULSION
ENGINE NOISE AFTERBURNING
ENGINE PARIS AUXILIARY POWER SOURCES
ENGINE PRIMERS BOOSTGLIDE VEHICLES
ENGINE STARTERS EXPULSION
ENGINE TESTS FEED SYSTEMS
ENGINES JATO ENGINES
EXHAUST DIFFUSERS LIFT AUGMENTATION
EXHAUST GASES MICROTHRUST
EXHAUST NOZZLES MISSILES
EXHAUST SYSTEMS PROPELLANT ACTUATED DEVICES
EXHAUSTION PROPELLANT ACTUATED INSTRUMENTS
FEEDING (SUPPLYINGJ PROPULSION
FUEL COMBUSTION PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
FUEL CONSUMPTION PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
FUEL FLOW RETROROCKET ENGINES
FUEL INJECTION RETROTHRUST
FUEL OILS SHROUDED PROPELLERS
FUEL PUMPS SNAP I
FUELS SNAP 2
GAS TURBINES SNAP 3
HELICGPTER ENGINES SNAP 4
HIGH THRUST SNAP 7
IGNITION SYSTEMS SNAP 8
IGNITION TEMPERATURE SNAP 9A
INGESTION (ENGINESI SNAP LOA
INJECTION SNAP II
INJECTORS SNAP 13
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES SNAP I5
INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLETS SNAP [7
J-ST-P-2O ENGINE SNAP 19
J-69-T-25 ENGINE SNAP 21
J-79 ENGINE SNAP 23
J-93 ENGINE SNAP 50
JACKETS SNAP 80
JOURNALS SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
LIQUID INJECTION SOLAR PROPULSION
LOW THRUST SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS
LOW THRUST PROPULSION SPHERICAL TANKS
LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES STAGE SEPARATION
MOTORS THRUST AUGMENTATION




OTTO CYCLE 2803 ELECTRIC PROPULSION
PISTON ENGINES DIFFUSION
PISTONS ELECTRIC PROPULSION
PODS (EXTERNAL STORES| ELECTRIC ROCKET ENGINES
POWER ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPULSION
PROPELLER DRIVE ELECTRON BEAMS
PTL-6 ENGINE ELECTROSTATIC PROPULSION
RA-28 ENGINE ELECTROTHERMAL ENGINES
REFRACTORIES EMISSION
SHUTDOWNS EXPULSION
SPEED REGULATORS FEED SYSTEMS
STF-IO2 ENGINE ION ENGINES
SUPERCHARGERS ION PROPULSION
SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION
SUPERSONIC COMPRESSORS PROPULSION
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS PTL-6 ENGINE
8-181





































HOT wATER ROCKET ENGINES
HYORAZINE ENGINES
HYDROCARBON FUELS




































BRISTOL-SICDELEY 8S 53 ENGINE











































































































































































































































































































































LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
LIQUID BREATHING
LIQUID INJECTION

































































SINGLE STAGE ROCKET VEHICLES
SOLAR PROPULSION













































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON COSMIC RADIATION; SOLAR RADIATION AND ACTIVITY; AND SPACE RADIAIION
(GENERAL). FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO I300 GEOPHYSICS AND 2400 PHYSICS, ATOMICt MOLECULAR AND
NUCLEAR.
2901 COSMIC RAOIAIIDN IONOSPHERICS
ABSORBERS K LINES
ANGULAR CORRELATION M REGION
ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY MEDIA
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING OSO
AUGER EFFECT OSO- I
BACKGROUND RADIATION OSO- 2
BACKSCATTERING OSO-B
BOMBARDMENT OSO-C
CORPUSCULAR RADIATION PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
COSMIC NOISE PLASMA CLOUDS
COSMIC RAY ALBEO0 POYNTING-ROBERTSON EFFECT
COSMIC RAY SHOWERS PROMINENCES





ENERGY SPECTRA RADIANT FLUX DENSITY
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION RADIANT HEATING
FORBUSH DECREASES RADIATION COUNTERS
HDDOGRAPHS RADIATION LAWS
HYPERNUCLEI RADIATION PRESSURE
INTERSTELLAR RADIATION RADIATIOh SOURCES
IONIZATION CHAMBERS RADIATION SPECTRA
IONOSPHERICS RADIO BURSTS
JOURNEYMAN ROCKET VEHICLE RADIO EMISSION
MASS DISTRIBUTION RAINBOWS
MATERIAL ABSORPTION RAY TRACING
MEDIA RED SHIFT
MESON RESONANCES REFRACTED WAVES
PARTICLE DENSIIY (CONCENIRATIONi REFRACTIVITY
PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS SHADOWS
PROTON IRRADIATION SHORT WAVE RADIATION
QUASARS SKY BRIGHTNESS
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY SKY RADIATION
RADIO EMISSION SOLAR ACTIVITY
RADIO FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE PROBES SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS
RADIO SOURCES (ASTRONOMY) SOLAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
RADIO STARS SOLAR CELLS
RADIO WAVES SOLAR COLLECTORS
RAY TRACING SOLAR CONSTANT
SECONDARY COSMIC RAYS SOLAR CORONA
SHOWERS SOLAR CORPUSCULAR RADIATION
SOLAR CORONA SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR CORPUSCULAR RADIATION SOLAR CYCLES
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS SOLAR ENERGY
SOLAR FLARES SOLAR ENERGY ABSORBERS
SOLAR PROMINENCES SOLAR FLARES
TROPOSPHERIC RADIATION SOLAR FLUX
TROPOSPHERIC WAVES SOLAR FLUX DENSITY
SOLAR FURNACES




ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY SOLAR RADIATION
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE
AURORAL IONIZATION SOLAR RADIATION 3 SATELLITE
AURORAS SOLAR RADIO BURSTS





CORPUSCULAR RADIATION SOLAR WIND
COSMIC RAY ALBEDO SOLAR X-RAYS
COSMIC RAY SHOWERS SPECTRDHELIOGRAPHS
COSMIC RAYS SPECTRORADIOMETERS
CRITICAL FREQUENCIES SPICULES
D LINES SUNFLOWER POWER SYSTEM
DAYGLOW SUNLIGHT
OUST COLLECTORS SUNSPOT CYCLE
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION SUNSPOTS
ENERGY ABSORPTION FILMS TWILIGHT GLOW
ENERGY SPECTRA TYPE 2 BURSTS
EXTRATERRESTRIAL RADIATION TYPE 3 BURSTS
FLASH TYPE 4 BURSTS
FLUX DENSITY TYPE 5 BURSTS
FORBUSH DECREASES UMKEHR EFFECT
GREB SATELLITES

























































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON ASTRONOMY; ASTROPHYSICS; COSMOLOGY; LUNAR FLIGHT AND EXPLORATION; METEORS
AND METEORITES; ORBIT AND TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS; PLANETARY FLIGHT AND EXPLORATION; PLANETS; AND SPACE
SCIENCES (GENERAL). FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 2900 SPACE RADIATION AND 3100 SPACE VEHICLES.
3001 ASTRONOMY INTERSTELLAR SPACE
A STARS ISOPHOTES
ACHONDRITES JODRELL BANK OBSERVATORY
ALTITUDE KEPLER LAWS
AMPLITUDES LAMBDA TAURI STARS
ANDROMEDA LAUNCH DATES
ANDROMEDA CONSTELLATION LIBRAIION
ANDROMEDA GALAXIES LUNAR CRATERS
AOSO LUNAR DUST
AQUARID METEOROIDS LUNAR ECLIPSES
AREND-ROLAND COMET LUNAR FAR SIDE
ARIES CONSTELLATION LUNAR GEOLOGY
ARIETID METEOROIDS LUNAR LIMB






ASTRONOMICAL COORDINATES LUNAR PHASES
ASTRONOMICAL MAPS LUNAR SHADOW
ASTRONOMICAL MODELS LUNAR TOPOGRAPHY
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES LYRAE CONSTELLATION
ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY M REGION
ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOMETRY MAIN SEQUENCE STARS
ASTRONOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY MANY BODY PROBLEM
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES MAPS
ASTRONOMY MARS (PLANET)
AURIGA CONSTELLATION MARS SURFACE
AZIMUTH MASS DISTRIBUTION
B STARS MERCURY (PLANET)
BINARY STARS METEOR TRAILS
BRIGHTNESS METEOROID CONCENTRATION
CASSIOPEIA A METEOROIDS
CASSIOPEIA CONSTELLATIOK MILKY WAY GALAXY
CELESCOPES MOBILE MISSILE LAUNCHERS
CELESTIAL BODIES MOON
CELESTIAL GEODESY MOREHOUSE COMET
CELESTIAL MECHANICS MORNING
CENTAURUS CONSTELLATION MRKOS COMET
CEPHEIO VARIABLES NATURAL SATELLITES
CEPHEUS CONSTELLATION NEBULAE






CORONA BOREALIS CONSTELLATION 0 STARS
COSMIC DUST OAO
COSMIC GASES OBSERVATORIES
COSMIC PLASMA OMICRON CEII STAR
CRAB NEBULA OPIK THEORY
CYUNUS CONSTELLATION ORION CONSTELLATION
DICHOTOMIES ORIONID METEOROIDS
DOPPLER EFFECT GSO
DWARF STARS OSO- I
EARLY STARS OSO- 2






FREQUENCY SHIFT KEYING PERTURBATION
GALACTIC EVOLUTION PHASES
GALACTIC RADIO WAVES PHOBOS
GALAXIES PHOTOGRAPHIC TRACKING
GIACOBINI-ZINNER COMET PLANETARIUMS
GIANT SIARS PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION PLANETARY EVOLUTION
HANSEN LUNAR THEORY PLANETARY NEBULAE
HELIOMETERS PLANETARY ORBITS
HERCULES NOVA PLUTO (PLANET)
HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSELL DIAGRAM POLLUX STAR
HILL METHOO POSITIONING
HOT STARS PRAESEPE STAR CLUSTERS
HUMASON COMET PROTOSTARS
HYPERBOLIC TRAJECTORIES PTOLEMAEUS CRATER
IAPETUS QUADRANTS
ICARUS ASTEROID RADAR ASTRONOMY
INFRARED ASTRONOMY RADIO ASTRONOMY
INTERGALACTIC MEDIA RAOIO GALAXIES
INTERNATIONAL QUIET SUN YEAR RADIO STARS
INTERSTELLAR MATTER RADIO TELESCOPES
B-189







































































































































































































































































RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER PROJECT
RANGER I LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
RESEARCH VEHICLES

















SURVEYOR ] LUNAR PROBE
TOPOGRAPHY
TRANSFER ORBITS




































































































































































































































































































MARINER I SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER C SPACECRAFT
MARINER PROGRAM
MARINER R I SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE











PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE





























































































































































































































































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON GUIDED MISSILES; LAUNCH OPERATIONS_ LAUNCH VEHICLES; MANNED SPACECRAFT;
REENTRY VEHICLES; ROCKETS; SATELLITES; SOUNDING ROCKETS AND SPACE PROBES; SPACE STATIONS; AND SPACE
VEHICLES (GENERAL). FOR RELATED TERMS SEE ALSO 2800 PROPULSION SYSTEMS AND 3000 SPACE SCIENCES.
3101 GUIDED MISSILES















BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT I SCUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET















FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS







INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE









































































SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
























































































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE















JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER C ROCKET VEHICLE









LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES





NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
NOMAD LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA LAUNC_ VEHICLES
PROPELLANT ACTUATED DEVICES




SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN PROJECT
SATURN S- I STAGE
SATURN S- IB STAGE
SATURN S- IC STAGE
SATURN S- 2 STAGE
SATURN S- 4 STAGE
SATURN S- 4B STAGE
SATURN STAGES
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA- [ LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN i SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-[O LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES




STANOARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F 1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE

















































LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
LUNAR LANDING MODULES
LUNAR MODULE




;A THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERM LISTING) 3106 ROCKETS





MARK 1 REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK tl REENTRY BODY
MARK 12 REENTRY BODY
MARS (MANNED REUSABLE SPACECRAFTI
MARS I SPACECRAFT
MERCURY FLIGHTS
MERCURY MA- I FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 2 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 3 FLIGHT
MERCURY HA- 4 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 5 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 6 FLIGHT
MERCURY HA- 7 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 8 FLIGHT






















































































MARK I REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK TO REENTRY BODY
MARK IT REENTRY BODY




RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM























TRAILBLAZER I REENTRY VEHICLE
TRAILBLAZER 2 REENTRY VEHICLE
VEHICLES
WATER LANDING
X- 17 REENTRY VEHICLE
3ID6 ROCKETS
AERDBEE ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE







ARGO D--4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-S ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGD ROCKET VEHICLES
ASP ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES




BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE
B-199
3106 ROCKETS NASA THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERN LISTING|
(CON'TI









DORNIER PARAGLIDER ROCKET VEHICLE
ESCAPE ROCKETS
EXCS SOUNDING ROCKET
FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
GENIE ROCKET VEHICLE
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE









KAPPA 6 ROCKE1 VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
LAMBDA ROCKET VEHICLES
LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE











































































SURFACE TO SURFACE ROCKETS
THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE







VANGUARD 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
VEGA LAUNCH VEHICLE
VENUS FLY TRAP ROCKET VEHICLE
VERONIQUE ROCKET VEHICLES
VERONIQUE V-27 ROCKET VEHICLE

































































































































































PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE













































SOLAR RADIATION I SATELLITE






























































3[08 SOUNDING ROCKETS AND SPACE PROBES
AEROBEE ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE







ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
ASP ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
ASTROBEE ISOO ROCKET VEHICLE
ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
BALLUTES
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET

















LUNIK I LUNAR PREBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE




MARINER i SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER C SPACECRAFT
MARINER PROGRAM
MARINER R I SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE




PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE




RADIO FREQUENCY IMPEDANCE PROBES
RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER PROJECT
RANGER i LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE





















ZOND I SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE































AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE








































































































































































STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
























INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON IMPACT PHENOMENA; REINFORCED STRUCTURES; GENERAL STRUCTURAL MECHANICS; AND
STRUCTURAL FATIGUE. FOR RELATED TERNS SEE ALSO 2300 PHYSICS, GENERAL.
3201 IMPACT PHENOMENA BRACKETS





CHARPY IMPACT TEST CABLES
CRACK INITIATION CANTILEVER BEAMS





DROP TESTS CIRCULAR CONES
ELECTRON IMPACT CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
ELECTRON PRESSURE CIRCULAR PLATES
ENBEDDING CIRCULAR SHELLS
FLASH CIRCULAR TUBES
GLIDE LANDINGS COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
HYDROBALLISTICS COMPOSITE WRAPPING
HYPERVELOCITY CONCRETES
HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT CONICAL BODIES
IMPACT CONICAL INLETS
IMPACT ACCELERATION CONICAL SHELLS
IMPACT DAMAGE CORRUGATED PLATES
IMPACT LOADS CORRUGATED SHELLS
IMPACT PREDICTION CRANES
IMPACT RESISTANCE CURVED BEAMS
IMPACT STRENGTH CURVED PANELS
IMPACT TESTING MACHINES CYLINDRICAL BODIES







METEORITE CRATERS ELASTIC BODIES
METEORITIC DAMAGE ELASTIC CYLINDERS
METEOROID HAZARDS ELASTIC PLATES
METEOROID PROTECTION ELASTIC SHEETS
MOMENTUM TRANSFER ELASTIC SHELLS
PENETRANTS END PLATES
PLANETARY LANDING EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES
PLUGS FAIRINGS
PROJECTILE CRATERING FIBER STRENGTH
PUNCHES FIBERS
RAIN IMPACT DAMAGE FILAMENT WINDING




SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION FOILS
SHOCK WAVE CONTROL FOLDING SIRUCTURES
SPACECRAFT LANDING FRAMES
STRUCTURAL FAILURE GAS BAGS
SURFACE CRACKS GIRDER WEBS
SURFACE PROPERTIES GROUT
TARGET SIMULATORS HONEYCOMB CORES
TARGET THICKNESS HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES
WHITHAM RULE HULLS (STRUCTURES)
WRECKAGE I BEAMS
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
3202 REINFORCED STRUCTURES INFLATING
AIR DUCTS ISOTENSOID STRUCTURES
AIR LOCKS JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES KEELS











BAYS (STRUCTURAL UNITS| PARTITIONS (STRUCTURES)
BEAMS PAVEMENTS
BEAMS {SUPPORTS) PILE FOUNDATIONS
BELLS PLASTIC PROPERTIES

















































































































































































































































































































































































SHEAR STRAIN SYMMETRICAL BODIES
SHEAR STRENGTH SYSTEM FAILURES
SHEETS SYSTEMS
SHELL STABILITY T SHAPE
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS) TANKS (CONTAINERS)
SHOCK TAPERED COLUMNS
SHOCK DISCONTINUITY TARGET THICKNESS
SHOCK LAYERS TEMPERATURE INVERSIONS
SHOCK LOADS TEMPERING
SHOCK MEASURING INSTRUMENTS TENSILE CREEP
SHOCK SPECTRA TENSILE DEFORMATION
SHOCK TESTS TENSILE STRENGTH
SHOCK WAVE ATTENUATION TENSILE STRESS
SHOCK WAVE CONTROL TENSILE TESTS
SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION TENSIOMETERS
SHOCK WAVE LUMINESCENCE TENSION
SHOCK WAVE PROFILES TENSOMETERS




SLENDER BODIES THERMAL INSTABILITY
SLENDER CONES THERMAL SHOCK
SLENDER WINGS THERMAL STRESSES
SLOPES THERMOELASTICITY
SOLID SURFACES THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES
SPACECRAFT BESIGN THERMOPLASTICITY
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURES THICK WALLS
SPECIFIC HEAT THICKNESS RATIO
SPHERICAL CAPS THIN AIRFOILS
SPHERICAL SHELLS THIN BODIES
SPIRAL WRAPPING THIN PLATES
SPOKES THIN WALLED SHELLS
STACKING FAULT ENERGY THIN WALLS
STAGGERING THIN WINGS
STATIC DEFORMATION THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION
STATIC LOADS TOROIDAL SHELLS




STRAIN ENERGY METHODS TRANSIENT LOADS
STRAIN GAGE ACCELEROMETERS TRANSIENT RESPONSE





STRESS CONCENTRATION TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
STRESS CORROSION U BENDS
STRESS CYCLES UNLOADING
STRESS FUNCTIONS UNLOADING WAVES
STRESS MEASUREMENT V GROOVES
STRESS PROPAGATION VARIABLE GEEMETRY STRUCTURES
STRESS RATIO VIBRATION DAMPING
STRESS RELAXATION VIBRATION EFFECTS
STRESS RELIEVING VIBRATION ISOLATORS
STRESS 1ENSORS VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
STRESS WAVES VIBRATION METERS
STRESS-STRAIN DIAGRAMS VIBRATION MODE
STRESS-STRAIN-TIME RELATIONS VIBRATION SIMULATORS







STRUCTURAL FAILURE VISCOUS DRAG
STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS VOLUMETRIC STRAIN
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS VON KARMAN EQUATION
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY WALL FLOW
STRUCTURAL STABILITY WALL PRESSURE





SUBMERGEC BODIES WAVE FRONT OEFCRMATION




SURFACE GECMETRY WEIGHT ANALYSIS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS WEIGHT INDICATORS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS EFFECTS WELD STRENGTH
SURFACE WAVES WELDED JOINTS
B-208
THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERM LISTING| 3204 STRUCTURAL FATIGUE
WELDED STRUCTURES
WHITHAM RULE































































3300 THERMODYNAMICS AND COMBUSTION
INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON COMBUSTION; EXPLOSIVES AND PYROTECHNICS; HEAT TRANSFER; THERMODYNAMICS_ AND































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR [
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
























































































































































































































































































































































LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
















































































































































INCLUDES TERMINOLOGY ON DEFENSE (MILITARY SCIENCES); ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY, HISTORY, LAW, AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE; INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND DOCUMENTATION;
MANAGEMENI; PRDCESSES_ PROPERIIES; AND SPACE PROGRAMS.
3401 DEFENSE (MILITARY SCIENCE} C-14O AIRCRAFT
A- I AIRCRAFT C-14I AIRCRAFT
A- 2 AIRCRAFT CAMOUFLAGE
A- a AIRCRAFT CANBERRA AIRCRAFT
A- 7 AIRCRAFT CAPACITY
AIR DEFENSE CARGO SHIPS
AIR TO AIR MISSILES CARTRIDGES
AIR TRANSPORTATION CASUALTIES
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS CHAFF
AIRCRAFT DETECTION CHEMICAL WARFARE
ALARM PROJECT CIVIL DEFENSE
AMMUNITION CL- 28 AIRCRAFT
AMPHIBIOUS VEHICLES CL- 4L AIRCRAFT
ANTARES ROCKET VEHICLE CODES
ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES COMBAT
ANTIMISSILE DEFENSE COMMUNICATING
ANTIMISSILE MISSILES CONDOR MISSILE
ANTIRADAR COATINGS CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE CONTRACTORS
ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE AIRCRAFT CONTRACTS
ANTITANK MISSILES CORPORAL MISSILE
ARGOSY MK-I AIRCRAFT CORVUS MISSILE
ARMED FORCES COST ESTIMATES
ARMED FORCES (FOREIGN) COUNTERMEASURES
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES) COVERINGS
ARMOR CURTAINS




ATLAS O ICBM DEFENSE
ATLAS E ICBM DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (DCS)
ATLAS F ICBM DEFENSE INDUSTRY







B- 2b AIRCRAFT EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS
B- 47 AIRCRAFT EC-121 AIRCRAFT
B- 52 AIRCRAFT ELECTRIC BATTERIES
B- 57 AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES
6- 58 AIRCRAFT ENCOUNTERS
B- 66 AIRCRAFT ENEMY PERSONNEL
B- 70 AIRCRAFT EVASIVE ACTIONS
BALLISTIC MISSILE DECOYS EVASIVE SATELLITES
BALLISTIC MISSILE EARLY WARNING SYSTEM EVOLUTION
BALLISTIC MISSILE SUBMARINES EVOLUTION (LIBERATION)
BALLISTIC MISSILES EXPLOSIONS
BALLISTIC VEHICLES EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
BALLISTICS F- 2 AIRCRAFT
BARRAGES F- 4 AIRCRAFT
BARRELS F- 5 AIRCRAFT
BELLMAN IHEORY F- 8 AIRCRAFT
BLASTS F- 9 AIRCRAFT
BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE F- 27 AIRCRAFT
CLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE F- B_ AIRCRAFT
BLUE STEEL MISSILE F- 86 AIRCRAFT
BOATS F- 89 AIRCRAFT
BOMARC A MISSILE E- 94 AIRCRAFT
BOMARC B MISSILE F- I00 AIRCRAFT
BOMBARDMENT F- 101 AIRCRAFT
BOMBER AIRCRAFT F- 102 AIRCRAFT
BOMBING EQUIPMENT F- 104 AIRCRAFT
BOMBS F- 105 AIRCRAFT
BOMBS (ORDNANCE) F- 106 AIRCRAFT
BREGUEI AIRCRAFT F- 1II AIRCRAFT
BREGUET I150 AIRCRAFT E- I14 AIRCRAFT
BUCCANEER AIRCRAFT FALCON MISSILE
BULLPUP B MISSILE FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS
BULLPUP MISSILES FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
BUMBLEBEE PROJECT FISHBOWL OPERATION
BUNKERS (FUEL) FISSION WEAPONS
C- 2 AIRCRAFT FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
C- 46 AIRCRAFT FLIGHT TRAINING
C- 54 AIRCRAFT FORECASTING
C- 97 AIRCRAFT FOREIGN POLICY
C-118 AIRCRAFT FR-I SATELLITE
C-123 AIRCRAFT FRAGMENTAIION
C-124 AIRCRAFT G- 91 AIRCRAFT

































INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM
JET AIRCRAFT
JINDIVIK TARGET AIRCRAFT



















































NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR





































































SLAM SUPERSONIC LOW ALTITUDE MISSILE
SONAR
SPACE LAW
















SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES



























































































































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR 2
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
B-22T
3409 SPACE PROGRAMS NASA THESAURUS (CATEGORY TERM LISTING)
(CON'T)








ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE









BIOASTRONAUTICAL ORBITAL SPACE SYSTEM
BIOS PROJECT
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET







































































































HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
IMP
INSTITUTIONS
INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR












LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO
LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
LUNAR ORBITER
LUNAR PROGRAMS
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
MANNED ORBITAL LABORATORIES








MERCURY MA- [ FLIGHT
MERCURY MR- Z FLIGHT
MERCURY MR- 3 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 4 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 5 FLIGHT
MERCURY MR- 6 FLIGHT
MERCURY MR- 7 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 8 FLIGHT





NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM




























































SURVEYOR I LUNAR PROBE




THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
TIROS SATELLIIES


















ZOND I SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
ZONO 3 SPACE PROBE
B-229
Appendix C Permuted Index
The Permuted Index Appendix contains an alphabetical arrangement of every key-
word appearing in the postable terms (those available for indexing) consisting of more
than a single word. Listed under each entry are the postable terms containing the key-
word. In addition, a separate listing of numbers that appeared as part of regular post-
able terms is also included. The permuted words are not necessarily subject terms.
Single word terms per se are not permuted, and, therefore, do not appear in the al-
phabetical listing under the permuted terms.
The numerical listing that follows the "Z" entries has been arranged in computer
order rather than in the usual numerical order.






































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE



















































































































































281 _4- 0_7--26 C- I










































































































ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
ADVANCED TEST REACTORS





















































AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA ROCKET VEHICLES
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES











































AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO AIR MISSILES
AIR TO AIR REFUELING


















SAAB 40I AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
SAGE AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM
SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT












































































































































































































































































































SHORT AND HARLAND AIRCRAFT
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
C- 4






























































































AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
AIRPORT TOWERS
AIRSPACE
















LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTFR








































































































































































































































































ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS














































































AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION
ANTIEMETICS AND ANTINAUSEANTS
ANTIINFECTIVES AND ANTIBACTERIALS
ARITHMETIC AND LOGIC UNITS
BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS
COMMAND AND CONTROL
HIGH ALT TARGET AND BACKGROUND MEASUREMENT
LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR
NUCLEAR RESEARCH AND TEST REACTORS
RANGE AND RANGE RATE TRACKING
SHORT AND HARLAND AIRCRAFT
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM
TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
TOXINS AND ANTITOXINS


































































ANTENNA NASA THESAURUS (PERMUTED INDEX)
(CONgT)
ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS










































































































































































ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO 0-8 ROCKET VEHICLE

























ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
ARMY
ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS










































































ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
































NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)
ATLAS
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES




















































































































































































CHEMICAL AUXILIARY POWER UNITS
NUCLEAR AUXILIARY POWER UNITS




























































NASA THESAURUS (PERMUTED INDEX) BAUSCHINGER
B
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
ALDUETTE B SATELLITE



































































FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS
FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERMEDIATE RANGE BALLISIIC MISSILES

















































































































































































































































































BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTERS













































































BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET






















































BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STEEL MISSILE





























































BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS
FOUR BODY PROBLEM
HUMAN BODY
JIM DANDY 2 REENTRY BODY
M- 2 LIFTING BODY
MANY BODY PROBLEM
MARK I REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK B REENTRY BODY
MARK ID REENTRY BODY
MARK It REENTRY BODY

















LOS ALAMOS WATER BOILER REACTOR
8CILING
BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
FILM BOILING






































































































































POROUS BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER






















BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
BRAKES (FORMING OR BENDING)
WHEEL BRAKES
BRANT
BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT t SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET


























EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I





























BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY MK 301 ENGINE





















































































281-684 0-67--27 C- 17





















NASA THESAURUS (PERMUTED INDEX) CARBIDES
























































































































































































































































































































































































INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER
CENTERED
BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES





CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS






















































































































































































































































METHYL CHLOROS I LANES
_nu_Lo
CHOKES ( FUEL SYSTEMS )
CHOKES (RESTRICTIONS)










































































































































































































































































































































































































































DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (DCS)
GROUND-AIR-GPOUND COMMUNICATIONS
POINT TD POINT COMMUNICAIICNS
SATELLITE COMMUNICAIICNS SHIPS






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL REACTOR
SPEED CONTROL









































ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTERS
DATA CONVERTERS
DECIMAL TO BINARY CONVERTERS













ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS
GAS COOLED REACTORS
LIQUID COOLED REACTORS
LIQUID METAL COOLED REACTORS
































































































































































































































































































































BODY CENTERED CUBIC LATTICES
CUBIC EQUATIONS
CUBIC LATTICES






















































SAAB 4Ol AIR CUSHION VEHICLE
CUSHIONCRAFT
















































































AGENA D ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE





O- 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
D-558 AIRCRAFT







































































































BINARY TO DECIMAL CONVERTERS



































DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (DCS}
DEFENSE INDUSTRY
DEFENSE PROGRAM
FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS
MISSILE DEFENSE























DIETHYL HYDROGEN PHOSPHITE (DEHP}






























































































































AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
CORRELATION DETECTION
ERROR DETECTION CODES
HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETECTION
RADAR DETECTION
SIGNAL DETECTION















AIRBORNE RANGE AND ORBIT DETERMINATION
























































































































































































DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (PERMUTED INDEX) EFFECTS
E
























































































































HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT MACHINES
ISOTOPE EFFECT
JOULE-THOMSON EFFECT























VA-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
VDIGT EFFECT






































































































































NUCLEAR ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION







































































































































































































































































































































BRISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 ENGINE
BRISTOL-SIDDELEY MK 3DE ENGINE





































































































































HOT WATER ROCKET ENGINES









LIQUID AIR CYCLE ENGINES
LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
LITHERGQL ROCKET ENGINES
LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
MICROROCKET ENGINES













SOLID PROPELLANT R_CKET ENGINES



















SUDDEN ENHANCEMENT OF ATMOSPHERICS
ENRICO






















































































































































AIRPORT SURFACE DETECTION EQUIPMENT
AUDIO EQUIPMENT








































































































































































INTERSERVICE DATA EXCHANGE PROGRAM






















































EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTnR 2
EXPERIMENTAL OESIGN
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS



























































































































































OEEP SPACE INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
H_LLAM NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY

































































































































FERMI NASA THESAURUS {PERMUTED INDEX}
FERMI








































FIELD ARMY BALLISFIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS

























































































































































































































































MERCURY HA- I FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 2 FLIGHT
MERCURY HA- 3 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 4 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 5 FLIGHT
MERCURY HA- 6 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 7 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 8 FLIGHT





MINOR CIRCLE TURNING FLIGHT
PARABOLIC FLIGHT
RETURN TD EARTH SPACE FLIGHT























































































































































































































































































































BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
LUNAR EXPLORATION SYSTEM FOR APOLLO

















































































































































































































PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
RADIO FREQUENCY DISCHARGE
RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING





































































HYOROGEN OXYGEN FUEL CELLS





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HOVERCRAFT GROUND EFFECT _ACHINES
RAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
SATELLITE GROUND SUPPORT
SATELLITE GROUND TRACKS
SPACE SURVEILLANCE (GROUND BASED)
VA-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HIGH VACUUM ORBITAL SIMULATOR
HIGH VOLTAGES
VERY HIGH FREQUENCIES































































































































































































































































































































































































































FAN IN WING AIRCRAFT
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
PARTICLE IN CELL TECHNIQUE

































































































































































































































ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
ARMY-NAVY INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM






















































INTEGRATED MISSION CONTROL CENTER


































































































































MULTIPLE BEAM INTERVAL SCANNERS























































































































































































































































































































































































LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JOHN
HONEST JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE















































JUNO i LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE









FRECED:NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
























KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE















































KIRCHHOFF LAW OF NETWORKS












































PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.




















































































LUNAR ORBIT AND LANDING SIMULATORS
MICROVISION LANDING AID
PLANETARY LANDING


















































































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLES
ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BLUE STREAK LAUNCH VEHICLE








JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE






LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LUNAR LAUNCH
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM
_OMAO LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA J LAUNCH VEHICLE
NOVA LAUNCH VEHICLES
RAM B LAUNCH VEHICLE
RECOVERABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN O LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATUKN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA- 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN i SA- 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN i SA-IO LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
STANDARO LAUNCH VEHICLE F 1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE [B
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A
STANOARO LAUNCH VEHICLE 5
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLES
THOR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE




TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
































KIRCHHDEF LAW OF NETWORKS



































































































































































































































































































































































LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
LIVERM_RE





































































































LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTt,,!IUM REACTOR
NASATHESAURUS(PE MUTED INDEX) LUNIK
















EXTREMELY LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES
LOW ALTITUDE
LOW ASPECT RATIO





LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
LOW FREQUENCIES
LOW FREQUENCY BANDS






















LOW VOLUME RAMJET ENGINES
LOW WEIGHT
LOW WING AIRCRAFT




































































































LUNIK t LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
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MERCURY HA- I FLIGHT
MERCURY HA- 2 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 3 FLIGHT
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MERCURY MA- 6 FLIGHT
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HARVARD RADIO METEOR PROJECT
METEOR TRAILS





























































































































































































































































































































































































FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILES
FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILES
INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES







SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
SIDEWINDER MISSILES
SPARROW MISSILES
SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES
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BRISTOL-SIDDELEY MK 30I ENGINE
VAMPIRE MK 35 AIRCRAFT
VICTOR MK-I AIRCRAFT
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LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR
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CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS


























































































































































































































































































NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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HIGH TEMPERATURE RESEARCH
MANNED ORBITAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
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AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE







ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D-8 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO E-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO ROCKET VEHICLES
ASP ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES
ASTROBEE 1500 ROCKET VEHICLE
ATHENA ROCKET VEHICLE
BERENICE ROCKET VEHICLE
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK KNIGHT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE




D- 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
DEACON-ARROW ROCKET VEHICLE
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SPACE POWER UNIT REACTORS
UNITED
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATESI
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EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
HALDEN BOILING WATER REACTOR
HEAVY WATER
HEAVY WATER COMPONENTS TEST REACTORS
HEAVY WATER REACTORS
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PULSE WIDTH AMPLITUDE CONVERTERS
SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH
C-152


















LOW DENSITY WIND TUNNELS
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS







































BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS
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X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
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ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
ZERO FORCE CURVES
ZERO LIFT
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7

















































ZOND I SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
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JUNO [ LAUNCH VEHICLE
KIWI B-I REACTOR
LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
M- 1 ENGINE
MARINER 1 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 1 SPACE PROBE
MARK I REENTRY BODY
MARS 1 SPACECRAFT
MERCURY MA- I FLIGHT
METEOR I ROCKET VEHICLE




PIONEER 1 SPACE PROBE
PROTON 1 SATELLITE





SATURN S- I STAGE
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA- I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 1 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA= 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- T LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA-10 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SC- 1 AIRCRAFT
SNAP 1
SOLAR RADIATION 1 SATELLITE
SPUTNIK I SATELLITE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F 1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE I
SUNFLOWER 1



















SATURN S- XB STAGE
SATURN [B LAUNCH VEHICLES
STANOARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1B
TRANSIT IB SATELLITE
IC










LUNIK 10 LUNAR PROBE














































MARINER 11 SPACE PROBE

































































































































































































JIM DANDY 2 REENTRY BODY
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LR-62-RM-2 ENGINE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
M- 2 LIFTING BODY
MA- 2 ENGINE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY




PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RELAY 2 SATELLITE
S-2 AIRCRAFT
SATURN S- 2 STAGE
SATURN I SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SKYDART 2 ROCKET VEHICLE
SNAP 2











TOWER SHIELDING REACTOR 2














ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZIRCALOY 2 (TRADEMARK)
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
2A








































































































































ATLAS SLV-3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
BE-3 ENGINE









KAG-3 GROUND EFFECT MACHINE
LR-87-AJ-3 ENGINE
LR-gI-AJ-3 ENGINE
3 NASA THESAURUS (PERMUTED INDEX)
(CON'T)
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
MA- 3 ENGINE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY





PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RL-IO-A-3 ENGINE









TITAN 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
TYPE 3 BURSTS
U- 3 AIRCRAFT






ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
























































































LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY




PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PZL M-4 AIRCRAFT
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RF- 4 AIRCRAFT
SATURN S- 4 STAGE



















































ARGO F-5 ROCKET VEHICLE
ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE














MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MERCURY MA- 5 FLIGHT
MIDAS 5 SATELLITE
OH- 5 HELICOPTER
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
SATURN I SA- 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 5 LAUNCH VEHICLES
SC- 5 AIRCRAFT
SPUTNIK 5 SATELLITE
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE S

































































KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MERCURY MA-- 6 FLIGHT
MIDAS 6 SATELLITE
OH- 6 HELICOPTER
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE
PTL-6 ENGINE
RANGER 6 LUNAR PROBE










































MERCURY MA-- 7 FLIGHT
MIDAS 7 SATELLITE
PIONEER 7 SPACE PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE


































































KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE
MERCURY MA- 8 FLIGHT
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE
















































KAPPA 9 ROCKET VEHICLE
C-166
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE
MERCURY MA- 9 FLIGHT
RANGER 9 LUNAR PROBE
SATURN I SA- 9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
TIROS 9 SATELLITE





































The Postable Terms Appendix contains an alphabetical listing of all subject terms valid
for indexing; USE references are not included.






PULSE WIDTH AMPLITUDE CONVERTERS




























































































































































ADVANCED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SHIP
ADVANCED SODIUM COOLED REACTOR
ADVANCED TEST REACTORS


























































AGENA A ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA B RANGER PROGRAM
AGENA B ROCKET VEHICLE
AGENA C ROCKET VEHICLE




































AIR TO AIR MISSILES





















































































































































































































































































































































































ARGO D-4 ROCKET VEHICLE
ARGO D--B ROCKET VEHICLE





















































































ASTRDBEE 200 ROCKET VEHICLE
ASTROBEE ROCKET VEHICLES




































ATLAS ABLE 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA B LAUNCH VEHICLE
ATLAS AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLES



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































BLACK BRANT SOUNDING ROCKETS
BLACK BRANT I SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 2 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 3 SOUNDING ROCKET
BLACK BRANT 5 SOUNDING ROCKET










































BLUE SCOUT JR ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE SCOUT ROCKET VEHICLE
BLUE STEEL MISSILE



































































































































BRAKES fFOR ARRESTING MOTION)


































BRISTOL-SIODELEY BS 53 ENGINE
BRISTOL-S.IDDELEY MK 301 ENGINE
























































































































































































































































































































































CENTRAL ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM DEPRESSANTS







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DECEPTION _ • -"









































































































































































































































DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EXPERIMENTAL BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR I
EXPERIMENTAL BREEDER REACTOR Z
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTORS
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANIC COOLED REACTORS











































































































































































































FIELD ARMY BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYS









































































































































































































































FOLDING FIN AIRCRAFT ROCKET VEHICLE
FOLDING STRUCTURES
D- 27



























































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)
D- 29







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JUNO I LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUNO 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
JUPITER (PLANET)
JUPITER AtMNDSPHERE


















KAPPA 6 ROCKET VEHICLE
KAPPA 8 ROCKET VEHICLE


































KIRCHHOFF LAW OF NETWORKS






























NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)
el,


































































































































































































































































































































LITTLE JOE 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
LITTLE JOHN ROCKET VEHICLE
LIVER






























LOGISTICS OVER THE SHORE {LOTS) CARRIER
LOKI ROCKET VEHICLE




















LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTONIUM REACTOR

















LOW DENSITY WEND TUNNELS
LOW FREQUENCIES
LOW FREQUENCY BANDS













































































































LUNIK I LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 2 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 3 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 4 LUNAR PROBE
LUNIK 9 LUNAR PROBE


















NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)
M REGION
M- I ENGINE




























































































































































































MARINER ! SPACE PROBE
MARINER 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 3 SPACE PROBE
MARINER 4 SPACE PROBE
MARINER C SPACECRAFT
MARINER PROGRAM
MARINER R I SPACE PROBE
MARINER R 2 SPACE PROBE
MARINER I) SPACE PROBE
MARK I REENTRY BODY
MARK 2 REENTRY BODY
MARK 3 REENTRY BODY
MARK 4 REENTRY BODY
MARK 5 REENTRY BODY
MARK 6 REENTRY BODY
MARK lO REENTRY BODY
MARK 11 REENTRY BODY





































































































































MERCURY MA- i FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 2 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 3 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 4 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 5 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 6 FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- T FLIGHT
MERCURY MA- 8 FLIGHT






























































































































































































































































































MIXING LENGTH FLOW THEORY
MIXTURES







































































































































































































NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM
NATIONAL LAUNCH VEHICLE PROGRAM

















































































































































































































































































NORTH AMERICAN SEARCH AND RANGING RADAR

















NOVA H LAUNCH VEHICLE






























































































NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)
O RING SEALS
0 STARS










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PIONEER I SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 2 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 3 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 4 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 5 SPACE PROBE
PIONEER 6 SPACE PROBE






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS!
D- 62
















































































RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER SATELLITE
RADIO ATTENUATION





















































































































RANGER BLOCK 3 TELEVISION SYSTEM
RANGER LUNAR LANDING VEHICLES
RANGER LUNAR PROBES
RANGER PROJECT
RANGER [ LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 2 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 3 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 4 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 5 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER & LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 7 LUNAR PROBE
RANGER 8 LUNAR PROBE


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SATURN D LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN PROJECT
SATURN S- } STAGE
SATURN S- IB STAGE
SATURN S- IC STAGE
SATURN S- 2 STAGE
SATURN S- 4 STAGE
SATURN S- 4B STAGE
SATURN STAGES
SATURN I LAUNCH VEHICLES
SATURN I SA-- I LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN i SA- 3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN i SA- 4 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 5 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 6 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN ! SA- 7 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA- 8 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN 1 SA- 9 LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN I SA-IO LAUNCH VEHICLE
SATURN [B LAUNCH VEHICLES






























































































































































































































































































SHORT AND HARLAND AIRCRAFT
SHORT CIRCUITS
SHORT RANGE BALLISTIC MISSILES
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
SHORT WAVE RADIATION



















































































































































































































































































































SOLAR RADIATION i SATELLITE























NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)
SOLID PHASES
SOLID PROPELLANT IGNITION






























































SPACE DETECTION AND TRACKING SYSTEM























































































































































































































































STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE F [
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 1
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE IB
STANDARD LAUNCH VEHICLE 2A














































































































STOKES LAW IFLUID MECHANICS)























































































































NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)



















































































SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES










































SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES
SURFACE TO SURFACE MISSILES




































































































































































































































































































































































































































THOR ABLE ROCKET VEHICLE
THnR AGENA LAUNCH VEHICLE





























































































































































































TRAILBLAZER I REENTRY VEHICLE





























TRANSIENT REACTOR TEST FACILITY
D- 78


















































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)
D- BO






















































































































































VAMPIRE NK 35 AIRCRAFT
VAN 8IESBROECK STAR
VAN DE GRAAFF ACCELERATORS





















































































VERONIQUE V-2T ROCKET VEHICLE







































































































































































































































































































































































































NASA THESAURUS (POSTABLE TERMS)
D- 85












X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS














































































NASA THESAURUS {POSTABLE TERNSI
D- 87






ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK
ZERO FORCE CURVES
ZERO LIFT
ZERO POWER REACTOR 2
ZERO POWER REACTOR 3
ZERO POWER REACTOR 6
ZERO POWER REACTOR 7





































ZaND I SPACE PROBE
ZOND 2 SPACE PROBE
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